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A require:nent arose in 13.53 for a siqle
method. of obtaining -pressure
distributions
in flight
over the vring of a 1,.-jet ,swept-winp transport
ais7raft
(cm13 t 1) ~ The eq:Alment had to be capable of being easily
installed
c-aidremoved, with little
or no ;acdification
to the wing.
It vias suggested that satisfactory
re,sults oolsld be obtained . by
stil>lr+
.h.ng small-bore plastic
tubes to the wing surface m
' a. fore-mu-aft
dti+>?tiO!i,
with holes drilled
into the tu3es at the required chord-wise
positions.
The tubes, sealed at their far ends, could be led externally
along, the wing and into the resording equipment in the fuselage.
AS a prelimiina;-y,
a flight
tezt of such an installation
wns made on a
Meteor 8 ai.rcri.d+te ??resoure distributions
::;ere measured both in free air and
in thl= presence of the ground (a s was required on the Co,met 1). &I investigaticn was also made of the effect of p:ii-ogyzessiv&y reducing the width of
the fairing
on either side of the tubes, so that the simplest possible
installation
might result,
crpnsistent with acceptable acsurar3y.

It was decided to measure the pressure at 14 points, distributed
chordwise according to thr: positions
shcwn in Tciblc -I and Pig,2.
The region
between the fusclqe
and the namlle was chosen as the test section, the
flm here being very nearly tw~~dime~lsi0nd
due to the effects of the "end
plates " formed by the ~'useLage
aad
ne~lle.
Since the applicaticn
was to be
to
a swopt+wing aircraYt,
on JAG& cross flow,vrhiah could not be accurately
asscsm:d,nculd bo Present, _it was decided to make the experiments in such a
way IJhat tllc effzcts
of cross ffow c11:;l:l be sinx,dat2ci. The tubes were
tlrercfoso lzycd at an an+
of abr?ljt 25 degrees to the plane of symmetry,
at least nozt- tile lcsding
odgz F
.lQ.l
illuei;rstcs
the
C);OSLXI lzpct,
showing how the tubes were
wr~~pped around the 1Gading edge to thi undersurface, whence they were turned
in3oard tV#arc;s t5e fuselqe
;ltz?dled into the ammunition bay via the cartridge
m-se ejection
slot.

.

The fourteen tubes were 4 -7 mir outside diameter and were laid in a
trmqh slut in a double layer <$' plywood, as shovrn in the detail sketch in
E'ig.2.
The 1ov;cr (continuo>Js) sheet of Wpl~~~ocdwas stuck to the vling surface
with Lralditc,
to form Tlh::t was beliovod (at tilat time) to be a stronger
3ond than would be obtained by sticking
the tu3e s directly
to the metal
skin.
The tubes in the trough J\Tere embedded in fwaldite
which was smoothed
and polished to form a surface continuou s with the top surface of the pl.ywood.
;L s~mdl hole was then drilled
through the Araldite
and into a buried tu3e
at each of the chosen chord-wise stations so that eaoh tube communicated
with one pressure +k-up
point.
all the tubes extended
For sLmplici.ty,
rearwards over the top surface beyond the last hole pcsition before being
sealed nffe
As a result of this :i.nct~l.l~ticr I, the wirg surfnoe locally
was
raised itt (O.l$
of' the local chord) relative
to the original
surface.
Spanwise, the plywood fairing
originally
extended right from the fuselage to
the nacelle, so that there was at least 15 inches of f&ring
beyond thecut'xa-% tube on the top surface (Fig.l),
and at least 22 inches on the
inboard side.
In later tests, the feiring wa:~ reduzed in width in four
steps, e:lding with only I inch of t<qering f&ring
on either side of the
tubes. For the intermediate
steps, the edges of the fairing
were lei?t at
approximtely
49 t9 the sting surface.
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4.1

Ground effect

Frcm the first
series of tests in free air and near the ground,
pressure distribution
curves were obtained and plotted at a series of speeds.
These curves were then cross plotted against lift
coefficient,
to give
curves of pressure coefficient,
Cp = (surface pressure-static
pressure)QpV2
against CI, for each pressure hole.
Because the free air and the near-ground
results were to be compared at the same gecRnetric incidence,
figures
obtained from previous tests' on a Neteor, to measure ground effect on lift
and drag, were used. These tests gave lift
curves in free air and at a
mean height of 0.75 of the local chord above the ground. With a small
correction
for the difference
in height above ground in the two series of
tests, the lift
coeffisients
could be obtained for the incidences at which
the comparison was to be made., The pressure distribution
curves were then
compared at the same geometric incidence and these are shown in Fig.5 at
three angles of incidence, with wheels (and flaps doxn and in Fig.4 at one
incidence with flaps up, undercarriage
down. The incidence range over
which it is possible to compare pressure distribution
is limited because of
the small speed range over which the near ground fli hts could be made.
Fig.5 shows two curves at the same lift
ooeffisient
?0.7 > in free air and
near the -ground ($ chord point 0.6~ above the ground),
Sknse these two
curves
are almost identir;ll
it would appear that, over the leading 257: chord
at least, the ground effect on Meteors is almost entirely
a change in effective incidence,
4.2

Effect

of reducing

fairing

size

The results of the flights
to assess the effect of reducing the
fniring
size are given in Fig.6 (A-D), at four values of the lift
coefficient
and in Pig. 7 at 3. Bh'ashnumber of 0.u.L The extreme cases are n,omi2ared in
Figs.8A and 8B.
At a constant lift
coefficient
, no differences
were shown between the
results for the full width and the 7" fairings.
With the rxarrowest fairing,
the pressure distribution
curves lie generally inside those for the full
width fairing,
except on the undersurface at the higher lift
coefficients.
The differences
are small over the first
37; of the chord. Aft of this point,
on both surfaces, some of the pressure holes were directly
down-stream of
the leading edges of the narrowest fairings,
(Fig.l),
since the tubes were
deliberately
laid to produce a cross flow.
Fig.1 shows that this was the
case with any fairing
less than 6” in width, and it is not surprising
that
some change in pressure distribution
was recorded.
Even where the tubes
themselves were laid streamwise, the faking
of the swept tubes near the
leading edge could affect the readings.
At high speed (around M = 0.6) insufficient
measuremnts were made to
enable the full effect of reduction in fairing
size to be determined at a
constant lift
coefficient,
e::Cept for the 3;“, 2" and 1" Sairings.
Thus,
the distribution
curves (Fig.7) for the 7" fairing
(the largest tested at
this sIxed) are for a slightly
higher lift
Goefficient
than the others.
There is no significant
difference
in the curves for the three smallest
fairings,
as shown in Fig,8B, but the effect of the reduction from the full
width down to the 34" faking
is not known. The effect is, however, small
over the CD range 0.74 to 0.46,
It must be emphasised here that, although these very limited
tests
at M = 0.6 indicated that the faking
width had little
effect,
at higher
Mach ntibers with much more pronounced compressibility
effects,
fairing
width may become very important.
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